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EXECUTIVE SUMMARYThe Vermont Grass Energy Partnership has been exploring the potential of harvesting grass cropsgrown on marginal farmland to offset fossil fuels used in thermal applications. The purpose of thisreport is to explore whether grass thermal energy can be a viable industry in Vermont.  The taskincluded reviewing publications, interviewing people involved in developing aspects of theindustry, summarizing the current state of the industry, identifying models for successful projects,and recommending the next steps for moving the industry forward.
The benefits of developing grass energy include: supporting local economic development byproviding a profitable market for crops grown on marginal land, reduced energy cost compared tooil and propane, increased energy independence and security by replacing imported oil with locallygrown renewable energy, and environmental benefits, like reduced net carbon dioxide (CO2)emissions (versus oil and propane) and reduction in erosion and nutrient runoff from a permanentcrop on marginal acres and in riparian buffer zones.
Virtually all grass or agricultural residues havesignificant energy content and have beeninvestigated for thermal energy use.  In theScandinavian countries there are districtenergy systems that use wheat straw as themain fuel. Agricultural residues such as cornstubble generally have higher ash content thangrasses due to large amounts of soil beingharvested with the residue and therefore arenot as desirable for thermal applications asdedicated grass energy crops. At today’smarket values however, grass crops have uses in addition to thermal energy such as mulch,bedding, or other fiber sources that can be considerably higher in value than thermal energy value.As fossil fuel price continues to escalate, markets for grasses will shift to favor thermal energy.
Dedicated grass energy crops such as giant miscanthus, switchgrass, and reed canarygrass havehigher yields and minimal inputs compared to other species of grasses. Of these crops, switchgrassand giant miscanthus are considered to be the better choices due to higher energy value and lowerash content. There has been a lot of research and much is known about switchgrass and to a lesserextent giant miscanthus. These perennial crops, once established, can be productive for 10 to 20

1. Switchgrass pellets. Shelburne, Vermont, 2011.
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years or longer, and will grow on marginal soils and require minimal inputs to be productive. Workthroughout the Northeast and in Vermont suggests that, for grass energy to be a profitable crop forthe farmer, yields need to approach 4.5 tons per acre with farm gate prices at $80 per ton.
There are four models for grass energy projects in the Northeast:

 Closed Loop No Processing : The crop is grown on local acres, baled and stored at the site,and burned with minimal processing in combustion equipment that can handle large roundor square bales.  Potential sites with adequate thermal loads for a practical project couldinclude college campuses with district heating systems, hospitals, office complexes, prisons,or large commercial facilities.
 Small Scale On-Farm Processing: As is the case with Closed Loop No Processing, the cropis grown on local acres and baled and stored on-site. A small stationary or mobile pelletizeris used to process grass bales into pellets, cubes or briquettes. The grower can use the fuelon-site or sell it to local markets. The difference between this model and Closed Loop NoProcessing is the further step of processing bales into densified fuel.  Versions of this modelthat have been investigated include: a small-scale on-site pelleting operation, two mobilepelleting operations that travel to farms to process grass feedstock, small-scale on-farmbriquetting and a moderately sized mobile briquetter.
 Regional Processing: A central processing plant would purchase baled hay from localfarmers, and then grind, dry and densify the grass into cubes, briquettes, or pellets anddeliver fuel to multiple commercial or institutional thermal installations. In this model,cubes or briquettes may have an advantage over pellets due to lower processing costsincluding energy input. Processing and furnace installations would have to be developedconcurrently with equipment designed to match the form of the fuel.
 Consumer Pellet Market: A central processing plant would produce a standardized pelletfor use in installed pellet stoves, furnaces and boilers.  While there are currently pelletstoves available and in development that can handle the higher ash volume from grass fuels,installation of these stoves has been limited thus far, and generally there is increased laborand maintenance compared to wood pellets.Of the models above, Small Scale On-Farm Processing has the greatest challenges due to thecomplexity of the process and the overall inefficiencies of densifying grass energy on a small scale.While briquetting and cubing require less processing than pellets, it still will be hard to justify theinvestments in drying, processing and densifying without economies of scale.
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There are several barriers that make it unlikely that grass pellets will gain widespread acceptancein the consumer pellet fuel market without a significant price advantage over wood, which does notcurrently exist.  These barriers are: significantly higher ash content compared to wood, clinkering(the fusion of ash into hard chunks) caused by lower ash fusion temperatures, lower heat energycontent of grass compared to wood, and increased processing costs in producing a grass pelletcompared to wood pellets due to increased wear on processing equipment. There has been someinvestigation and interest in marketing a grass/wood pellet blend to gain wider consumeracceptance; however this would have to have a clear price advantage to the pellet fuelmanufacturer, which may not be attainable, to gain consumer acceptance.
The model that would be the easiest to implement with minimal incentives is the Closed Loop NoProcessing model, where minimal investment is required in harvesting and processing.  Standardhaymaking equipment can be employed to harvest the same or similar grass for fuel.  Systems arecommercially available that can accept large round or square bales and automatically deliver themto the furnace. In this scenario, grass energy can compete favorably with wood on an energycontent basis (cost per Btu), due to reduced hauling, processing and storage costs.
The Regional Processing model, which matches specific thermal installations to processing capacity,would also make sense for Vermont. However, important considerations are the significantinvestment in both processing equipment and end use installations, and a high level of coordinationto accomplish this. It would also require a public commitment to monetizing all of theenvironmental benefits of grass energy, including renewable energy and watershed improvement,to be sustainable.
Equipment has been developed or adapted and tested for all scales of grass thermal combustion.Pellet stoves, furnaces and boilers from multiple manufacturers have been tested by CornellUniversity (forages.org/index.php/grass-biofuels/research/demonstrations) and rated foremissions and ash handling characteristics. In general, the stoves that performed best are capableof multiple combustion settings and have aggressive ash handling characteristics.  TheScandinavian countries have led the way in development of mid-sized boilers capable of directdelivery of whole bales and automated ash handling. Both domestic and international commercialand industrial boilers are available for installation. These boilers have moving grates to deal withthe ash and automated system controls, with flue gas sensors for fine tuning the combustionprocess.
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Boiler emissions from combustion of grass energy crops when compared to wood are generallyhigher in particulate matter (PM), oxides of sulfur (SOx,) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx) due to themineral composition of the fuel. Additional concerns in grass combustion are the alkali metals,chlorine, and potassium that, when combined with silica, can form corrosive deposits and gases onboilers and furnaces.  By managing soil conditions and harvesting methods, the quantity andcomposition of the ash content of grasses can be somewhat controlled during growth to minimizeimpacts.  In larger boilers where emissions controls are required (> 3.0 million Btu per hour input),PM emissions can be mitigated; however when compared to wood, added costs are associated withburning grasses.
For grass thermal energy to be viable as an industry in Vermont, additional value or incentives needto be established to overcome inherent barriers for use. These incentives could be in the form ofportfolio standards for utilities to carve out a portion of the Renewable Energy Credits forrenewable thermal projects, and incentives for planting and establishing grass energy crops.Vermont has a significant environmental problem that may provide the ideal vehicle to establishgrass energy crops and incentivize the planting and use for thermal energy: managing nutrientrunoff from agricultural activities into Lake Champlain. Switchgrass and other perennial grasses arerecommended crops on highly erodible soils and for riparian buffer zones around waterways.  Inaddition to reducing runoff, these crops act as bio-filters that trap sediment and take up significantquantities of phosphorus and nitrogen.  If these acres are harvested and used for thermalapplications, significant quantities of nutrients will be removed and concentrated in the ash anddiverted from the watershed.
To move grass energy forward, support of two avenues seem the most promising.  The first wouldbe a project to demonstrate the Closed Loop No Processing model.  The thermal energy loadshould be substantial enough to justify the investment in combustion equipment, establish thegrass energy crop, and provide operating savings that will ensure funds for maintaining the systemover time.
The second and more promising approach for a larger-scale sustainable impact would be to pursuea Regional Processing model demonstration based around Lake Champlain nutrient reduction.Incentives would need to be offered to induce farmers to make changes in agricultural practices.This model requires establishing a regional processing plant that would receive and process grassharvested from buffer zone plantings and deliver this fuel to a large- to mid-sized biomass energysystem, thereby supplying institutional or industrial thermal loads in the lake region. While thisapproach would require considerable work to develop, it is likely to have a much greater
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opportunity for moving grass thermal energy forward in Vermont as well as having a positiveeconomic and environmental impact.
There are a core group of stakeholders committed to implementing grass thermal energy inVermont and the Northeast.   These include public and private economic and environmentalagencies, farmers, equipment providers, and end users.  To be sustainable, overcome marketbarriers and provide a significant economic and environmental contribution to Vermont, grassenergy must provide enough benefits to create multiple profitable enterprises.  This will require afocused public and private commitment to demonstrate successful models and carve out incentivesto achieve public goals.
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BACKGROUND

Vermont Grass Energy Partnership

Since 2008, Vermont Sustainable Jobs Fund (VSJF) has been exploring the potential for perennialgrasses grown in Vermont to meet a portion of the state’s heating demand and reduce theconsumption of non-renewable fossil fuels. The Vermont Sustainable Jobs Fund teamed up with theUniversity of Vermont (UVM) Plant & Soil Science Department and the Biomass Energy ResourceCenter (BERC) to form the Vermont Grass Energy Partnership in an effort to explore the potentialfor grass energy in Vermont. Early stage agronomic research from Cornell University, REAP Canada,and businesses like Ernst Biomass, Show-Me-Energy Co-op, and others encouraged the formation ofthe Vermont Grass Energy Partnership. This partnership, along with other public and private sectorcollaborators, is working to identify challenges in the bioenergy supply chain (from field to endenergy use), and develop possible solutions to those challenges.
The Partnership has been investigating agricultural best practices for high-biomass producingperennial grasses, densification of grass and grass/wood blends, and testing the performance andemissions of grass pellet fuels in high-efficiency biomass heating systems. The results of thismultiphase analysis led to recommendations on how best to cultivate and utilize grass energy inVermont and the Northeast region. The partnership has helped fund pilot and demonstrationprojects for fuel densification and combustion equipment, by collaborating on a technicalassessment of grass pellets for boiler fuel(www.biomasscenter.org/images/stories/grasspelletrpt_0111.pdf) and funding a privateenterprise, Renewable Energy Resources, to develop a mobile on-farm briquetter.
The Grass Energy Partnership considers its effort essential to developing markets in order toprovide an opportunity for agriculture to contribute to the overall energy demand in the state andthe region. The State of Vermont has a goal of 90% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2050,and bioenergy is part of the renewable energy and efficiency mix needed to meet that target. Thegoal of the Grass Energy Partnership is to establish a market value for energy crops that will allowmarginally productive or abandoned farm land to become more productive, and will help to meetthe state’s renewable energy goals. There is already a sizeable area of pre-existing reedcanarygrass, and some growers and processors are establishing high-yielding warm seasonbiomass crops like switchgrass and big bluestem in Vermont. To-date, however, there are few acresunder cultivation to support the commercialization of grass energy.
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Grass grows well in Vermont and the region. The equipment forgrowing, harvesting and storing grasses already exists inabundance in the state. Perennial grasses can be grown onmarginal lands not well suited for continuous row cropproduction and/or in open rural land currently not in agriculturalproduction. Because these perennial crops are harvestedannually they can help level demand for forest biomass, which isincreasing, while adding important water quality and wildlifebenefits by controlling erosion, reducing fertilizer use andproviding cover and food for migrating and nesting birds. Inaddition, more marginal land in perennial grasses means greateramounts of sequestered carbon in the root systems and soil.
Grass biomass could make a sizeable contribution to the state’s heating needs over time. In additionto new commercial entrepreneurial activity, grass energy production and processing has thepotential to create opportunities for farmers and other landowners to produce fuel for their ownheating or small scale processing, or marketing the fuel as a value added crop.
Purpose and Objectives

As a result of the Vermont Grass Energy Partnership and a number of other projects in the region,there is an existing body of knowledge on growing, processing, and using grass for energy.However, this opportunity has not fully developed into a marketable option for growers,landowners, fuel processors and dealers, equipment manufacturers and vendors, nor homeownersor communities. There are still some uncertainties around the viability of using grass for energy,and as a result some are hesitant to move forward with grass energy plantations or systeminstallations that will support grass combustion.
This state-of-the-science review was undertaken to assess the current state of knowledge andidentify the remaining critical questions that need to be answered in order to commercialize thisopportunity. Through literature reviews and interviews, information was collected to answer threekey classes of questions:

2. Switchgrass field at Meach
Cove Farm, Shelburne,
Vermont, 2012.
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1. What is the current state of the science and technology regarding grass fuel processinglogistics, combustion and use in the Northeast? What do we know? What can we apply fromneighboring states and eastern Canada?2. What can we learn from businesses and other early adopters that are currently producingand/or using grass fuels for space heating in the Northeast region? How are these systemsbeing financed? If they’re producers, what are the barriers to market entry? How are thesebarriers being overcome? If they’re heating with grass fuels, what costs did they incur and isthe system meeting expectations?3. What remaining work needs to be done to move grass energy to commercialization in theNortheast, generally, and specifically in Vermont? What are the critical next steps, gaps inknowledge or technology, and/or missing links in the supply chain (from field to flue)?The results of this work will contribute to the Grass Energy Partnership’s strategic planning of nextsteps for the grass energy program.
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BENEFITS OF GRASS ENERGYLocally produced biofuels can provide benefits to the local economy and environment. The key toestablishing a grass energy economy is to identify and capitalize on all of these benefits. Theeconomic and environmental benefits that can be achieved by using grasses to offset fossil fuels forthermal applications include:
 Lower fuel costs
 Improved economic and energy security
 Reduced carbon emissions by offsetting fossil fuels and soil sequestration
 Grass energy crops acting as riparian buffers to reduce and remove nutrients fromwatersheds
 Grass energy crops acting to reduce erosion and nutrient runoff on highly erodible soils
 Allowing land marginally suited for traditional crops to be more productive

Lower Fuel Costs

Grass fuel has significantly lower energy costs compared to oil or propane, and is competitive withwood fuel in energy costs. Grass and wood energy content on a dry basis can vary by species andportion of the plant harvested by as much 15%, and generally grass energy content is slightly lowerthan wood energy.  The exception is switchgrass, which is competitive with wood in energycontent.26,33 Table 1 used standard values for high heat value for fuels published by the GreenhouseGases Regulated Emissions, and Energy Use in Transportation Model (GREET), adjusted formoisture content.
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Table 1:  Net Fuel Costs Comparison

Price
per Unit Units

Energy
Content (1)
HHV  mmBtu
per unit

Moisture
Content
(wet basis)

(3) Net
Conversion
Efficiency

Net
Cost Per
mmBtu

(4)Grass
Bales $110 ton 12.778 18% 77% $11.18
(2) Wood
Chips $65 ton 10.622 40% 69% $8.81
Natural
Gas $7 Mcf 1.089 - 77% $8.38
Grass
Pellets $200 ton 14.336 8% 78% $17.79
Wood
Pellets $230 ton 16.287 8% 79% $17.83

Propane $2.10 gallon 0.091 - 78% $29.32

#2 Fuel Oil $3.50 gallon 0.138 - 79% $31.80

(1) HHV source of values GREET (The Greenhouse Gases Regulated Emissions, and Energy Use in
Transportation Model) adjusted for moisture content

(2) Assumes Wood Chips and Wood Pellets derived from Bole Wood
(3) Combustion efficiency based HHV of fuel & combined combustion & heat transfer efficiency of 0.85

for all fuels except wet wood chips which uses combined combustion & heat transfer efficiency of
0.80

(4) Assumes grass bales are $80 per ton at farm gate & $30 per ton transportation costs

Improved Economic and Energy Security

Because Vermont imports all petroleum and natural gas derived products consumed in the state,31using locally-produced fuel like grass energy to replace fossil fuels in thermal applications keepsdollars spent on energy in the state. Local investment and labor are employed in the growing,harvesting, processing and delivery, stimulating economic activity. Added price stability can beachieved, as supply chains for locally produced energy are less likely to be affected by internationalevents.
Reduced Carbon Emissions

In a peer reviewed report, researchers found that replacing fossil fuel with grass thermal energysignificantly reduces CO2 emissions.32 Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by substitutingswitchgrass pellets for fuel oil and natural gas would result in 66.2 kg CO2 equivalent per GJ (or153.9 pounds per million Btu) and 71.5 kg CO2e (or 166.2 pounds per million Btu), respectively.32Additional CO2 offset is achieved over time by the buildup of carbon in the soil from switchgrass. Ina study conducted by the USDA Agricultural Research Service (USDA-ARS), the buildup of soil
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organic carbon (SOC) had an annual average increase that exceeded 2 Mg per year over a 9 yearperiod, equating to 7.3 Mg per hectare (or 2.95 Mg per acre) per year of CO2e being sequestered.16
Increased Productivity on Marginal Lands

Switchgrass or giant miscanthus can be productive on land that is marginal for traditional row cropproduction.  This can include land that was formally in pasture when there was more livestockfarming and use of pasture in Vermont.  These are acres that are not suited to row crop productiondue to drainage, rocks or shallow soils, and have been taken over by weeds such as goldenrod andthistle.  While they may be harvested occasionally for hay crop or annually brush-hogged to removewoody plants, yields are marginal with little nutritional value as hay.  Once established, switchgrassand giant miscanthus take minimal inputs to remain productive and their deep root structure andaggressive spreading from rhizomes tend to crowd out weeds and build soil organic matter.
Riparian Buffer Strips and Highly Erodible Lands

Incorporating grass energy into riparian buffers can provide multiple benefits in the LakeChamplain watershed, where agricultural activities contribute significantly to nonpoint sourcenutrient loading. Nutrient loading of Phosphorus (P) and Nitrogen (N) from dairy manure andchemical fertilizers applied to agricultural fields contribute to high nutrient loads in LakeChamplain watershed.  Riparian buffer strips have a proven track record of intercepting nutrientflows from agricultural non-point source pollution of waterways.
Benefits that that can be achieved with grass energy include: providing permanent cover on highlyerodible lands and removal of nutrients to reduce and clean up run-off from farms and developedlandscapes. Switchgrass is highly effective in removing phosphorus, a very damaging nonpointsource pollutant in agricultural areas. This crop has been show to remove as much as 95 percent ofthe sediment, 80 percent of the total nitrogen, and 78 percent of the total phosphorus from thesoil.20 This uptake of nutrients by the plant provides a method of removing excess minerals from awatershed when the crop is harvested and the ash concentrated by combustion. The harvestedbiomass could be used for energy or an array of alternative uses.
Research in Vermont reported that warm season grasses remove on average 44 pounds of nitrogenand 6 to 36 pounds of P2 O5 per acre per year. Removal rates varied by yield, variety, time ofharvest and location.  Work done by USDA-ARS in Lincoln, Nebraska compared nutrient removalrates for switchgrass at 5 locations with 6 varieties at each location.13 Removal rates for
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phosphorous varied from 1,297 to 6,445 mg per kg (or 588 to 2,923 mg per pound) of cropharvested with total phosphorous content typically 0.004 percent of total dry matter of harvestedswitchgrass.
Current Vermont agricultural rules for medium and large farms (greater than 200 animals) requirea 25’ permanent cover buffer strip along waterways. In a study by Lee et al., buffer strips expandedfrom 23’ to 53.5’ can reduce total maximum daily load, (TMDL) of phosphorous and nitrogen anadditional 20 percent.20 The wider strips also performed significantly better (>100%) in higherrainfall events.20 The nutrient flows are removed both from overland flows of nutrients andground water flows of nutrients.
To prevent nutrient loading of the tributaries that lead to Lake Champlain, Vermont has developedan incentive program called VABP (Vermont Agriculture Buffer Program).  The program offers a 5year rental contract for the installation of conservation grassed buffers on crop land. Unlike CREP,VABP consists of planting harvestable grassed buffers. Payments of $123 per acre to cover theestablishment cost of new buffers, plus an additional annual incentive payment of $90 - $150 peracre/per year are made to the farmers. The grasses are allowed to be harvested between June 1 andSeptember 1.
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MODELS FOR A THERMAL GRASS
ENERGY ECONOMYModels for implementing grass energyprojects include: Closed Loop NoProcessing, Regional Processing,Consumer Pellet Market and Small-ScaleOn-Farm Processing. Closed Loop No
Processing is implemented at a specificsite with fuel being handled in bales andwithout any additional processing, suchas chopping or pelletizing. Regional
Processing requires multipleinstallations or a large single user, andwould be designed to match the fuel handling of the combustion appliances with either briquettesor cubes, with grass energy acquired from multiple growers in the region. Consumer Pellet

Market produces a standard pellet that would be used in pellet combustion systems installed inresidential, institutional, and small commercial settings. Small-Scale On-Farm Processingcombines growing and processing to produce pellets, briquettes or cubes on the farm in either astationary mill or a mobile mill that travels to individual farms; the fuel can be used on-site or soldto a limited local market. Table 2 summarizes characteristics of each model.
Table 2. Grass Energy Models

Model /
Characteristic

Closed-Loop no
Processing

Regional
Processing

Consumer
Pellet Market

Small Scale on
Farm Processing

Grass Location On-site or nearby
farms

< 50 mile radius of
processing

< 50 mile Radius
of processing

On-site or nearby
farms

Finished Fuel Form Bales Cubes or
Briquettes

Standard Pellets Pellets, Cubes or
Briquettes

Typical Furnace
Technology and
Scale

Whole bale feeder
& (automatic and
manual are
available)
size >150 kW

Automatic fuel
and ash handling,
furnaces match
type of fuel
processing
Size >500 kW

Pellet furnaces
and Boilers with
positive ash
handling.
size <100 kW

Appliances match
the fuel type with
automatic fuel
feed and ash
handling

Facility Type Institutions, Small
Commercial,
District Heat

Institutions,
medium  to large
scale installations

Homes,
businesses and
small
commercial

Scale matches fuel
type and furnace
technology

3. Baling switchgrass at Meach Cove Farm, Shelburne,
Vermont, 2012.
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Closed Loop No Processing Model

For the Closed Loop No Processing model, the crop is grown on or near the use site, is harvestedand stored as large square or round bales, and burned in appliances that can accept whole baleswithout additional processing. The advantages of this model are minimal processing, fewerequipment needs and costs, lowest cost fuel, and maximum CO2 offset of any of the grass energymodels due to reduced processing of the fuel.32 There is minimal investment required on the fuelproduction and handling side as traditional agriculture equipment can be used to establish energycrops on marginal acres on-site or on nearby farms under contract. Standard agriculturalequipment can be used to harvest and handle the crop, providing the farmer or landowneradditional income, or energy savings without requiring a large capital investment. Once projectsare identified and funding is in place, establishment of grass energy crops and installation of thebiomass combustion systems can be implemented on a parallel track. The disadvantage of usingwhole bales is that they are bulky and have low energy density compared to pellets, briquettes, orcubes.  This requires additional room for storage of material, more labor for fuel handling, andprovides habitat for attracting rodents in an institutional setting.
Combustion appliances that can handle whole bales, with either automatic or manual feeding, arecommercially available. A partial list of manufacturers that have advertised the ability to utilizebaled feedstock includes Axe Biotech (www.axebiotech.ie/), DP Cleantech(www.dpcleantech.com/), Innovaat (www.innovaat.com/), Limes Innovation, LIN-KA(www.linka.dk/), Skanden (www.skanden.com/), and Skelhoje Maskinfabrik.  Efficiencies, levels ofautomation, capital costs, and operating costs vary depending on the manufacturer, equipment, andproject application.
Combustion appliances generally range in size from 150 to 1,000 kW (or 0.5 to 3.5 MMBtu per hour,heat input). These system sizes are suited for small institutional to industrial scale installations.Potential sites with adequate thermal loads for a practical project could include college campuseswith district heating systems, hospitals, office complexes, prisons, chicken houses or process loadssuch as grain drying. District heating installations using agricultural residues have operated forover 20 years in Scandinavian countries. In general, automated appliances have a conveyor systemonto which multiple bales are placed. Bales then travel to a pre-processing chamber before beingfed into the combustion chamber. Grass-burning combustion systems generally have a movinggrate for handling ash.  Another style of whole bale-appliance relies on manually placing individualbales in the combustion chamber. As the fuel feed rate cannot be varied with this type of system, itis usually accompanied by large thermal storage that will allow the appliance to burn at a constant
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rate and store any energy that exceeds demand. This thermal storage enables the combustionappliance to burn more efficiently and reduces carbon monoxide (CO) and particulate matter (PM)emissions that are the result of starving the combustion process of oxygen to control heat output.
Regional Processing Model

The regional processing model requires multiple commercial or institutional thermal installationsand a fuel processing site for grass drying and densification. Using traditional equipment forestablishment and harvest, farmers would be contracted to grow grass and deliver bales to theregional processer. The bales can be stored by the farmers and delivered as needed to theprocessor or stored at the processing site. In this model, as demand and processing are developedsimultaneously, the plant can produce cubes or briquettes to match the fuel handling capabilities ofthe combustion unit installations. The advantage of producing cubes or briquettes compared topellets is that less energy is required in size reduction and extrusion of the fuel, thereby loweringoverall production costs.  Densification costs for briquettes compared to pellets and cubescompared pellets are reduced by $47 and $50 per metric ton (or $43 and $45 per US ton),respectively, over the pelleting cost of $107 per metric ton (or $97 per US ton).32
Challenges for the Regional Processing model are the large investment required for installation ofbiomass combustion units and the processing plant, and to establish grass energy crop acres.  All ofthese projects would have to occur simultaneously.  While there are some institutional sizedbiomass boilers installed in Vermont, most of these systems, from fuel and ash handling toemissions equipment, are designed for wood chips and wood pellets.  These installations aregenerally stoker type systems with manual ash handling where buildup of ash and clinkers on thegrate would cause additional labor and maintenance.
One way to implement the Regional Processing model in Vermont would be to develop regionalprocessing and commercial installations in conjunction with a program to incentivize establishmentof grass energy crops as riparian buffer zones to reduce watershed nutrient loading. The RegionalProcessing model could provide enough demand to allow establishment of significant areas ofriparian buffer zones.  This would allow grass energy to monetize the additional benefits to theenvironment in addition to fuel cost savings. Another scenario to implement this model could bethe development of alternative markets for densified grass products and allow thermal grassenergy projects to develop over time.  These alternative markets would allow the processing plantto achieve economies of scale to spread capital and labor costs over higher volumes of sales.
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The Consumer Pellet Market Model

The Consumer Pellet Market model would build a processing plant to produce a standardizedpellet. This regional processing plant would contract with farmers within a radius of less than 50miles, who would grow and harvest the crop for delivery to the plant. This model would rely onsubstituting grass pellets for wood pellets in installed pellet appliances competing directly withwood pellets for consumer sales. Grass pellets would not meet the ash content to qualify aspremium grade pellets (i.e., less than 1% ash).  Blends of wood and grass pellets could qualify asstandard grade pellets (less than 2% ash) while straight grass pellets would be classified as utilitygrade pellets (less than 6% ash). In the home heating market in the Northeast nearly all pelletsbeing marketed are sold as premium pellets.
Published data for discounts of lower grade pellets does not seem to be available. Bob Miller ofEnviro Energy, LLC (www.enviroenergyny.com/), in Unadilla, New York, is marketing a limitedquantity of grass pellets for heating, and estimates the discount of these sales over premium woodpellets is $25 to $35 per ton. Chris Haley of Squier Lumber and Hardware Inc.(www.squierlumber.com/), in Munson, Massachusetts, who markets significant quantities andmultiple brands of bagged pellets, said, based on past experience in marketing off brand pellets tothe consumer market, that to sell significant quantities of grass pellets would require a discount of$70 to $85 per ton, compared to wood pellets. Haley believes that there would be a smaller marketat a somewhat lower discount based on perceived value, and stated that there is some brand loyaltyand consumers who are using 2 tons per year are not likely to purchase a lower quality to save $60per year. While there are pellet stoves currently available and in development that can handle theclinkers and ash resulting from burning grass pellets, installations are limited. Additional barriersfor grass pellets to compete with wood pellets in the consumer market include increased quantityof ash for removal and disposal, more frequent cleaning of the flue and heat exchanger surfaces dueto alkali mineral deposits, and increased PM emissions, each a result of the increased quantity andcomposition of ash from grass pellets compared to wood.
One intermediary product that has been investigated by the Vermont Grass Energy Partnership isgrass-wood pellet blends. A 2009 study included blending up to 25% grass with wood to produce amixed pellet with lower ash and less clinker formation than a straight grass pellet that would bemore suitable for the consumer market and technology current commercially available.33 There aresignificant challenges at the processing plant to processing and mixing grasses and wood intopellets in a plant designed to produce wood pellets.33 A more practical method of producing a
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grass/wood pellet fuel mix may be to blend grass pellets with wood pellets in the ratio desired,though this has not been tested at this time.
The challenges of inferior fuel quality and limited installations of appliances that can effectivelyhandle the increased ash, make the Consumer Market Pellet model unlikely to be successful in thecurrent market scenario. If wood pellet supplies were to tighten significantly and petro-fuel priceswere to escalate significantly, the consumer market may be an option in the future. At that time,appropriate technology would need to become established in the market-place and the barriers toutilization of grass fuel would need to be overcome.
Small-Scale On-Farm Processing

In the Small-Scale On-Farm Processing model, farmers use conventional equipment to establish andharvest the crop, storing it in baled form. Four approaches have been pursued for small-scale on-farm densification in the Northeast.
Vermont Technical College has acquired a small mobile pellet mill through grant funding.  This unithas been used as part of an educational research program and successfully produced pellets at therate of 300 to 500 pounds per hour. The pellets are being test-burned in an on-campus wood pelletboiler, where students will measure combustion efficiency and emissions. 27
Two versions of the portable pellet mill have been funded by grant dollars and technical assistancefrom USDA-NRCS in New York and Pennsylvania. In New York, the Hudson Valley Grass EnergyPartnership has developed a mobile pellet mill that is being used for demonstrations and toproduce pellets on area farms on a limited scale.  Capacities up to 1.5 tons per hour have beenachieved.  The Pennsylvania portable pellet mill is smaller in scale than the New York model andboth are still in the stage of testing and development.28
Meach Cove Farms is working with Renewable Energy Resources, LLC to install an on-farmbriquetting machine at their facility in Shelburne, Vermont to process switchgrass and giantmiscanthus grown on the farm for thermal energy use.12 The facility is installing a multi-fuel boilerthat is capable of burning grass or wood pellets or briquettes. RER is also developing a mobilebriquetter for use on farms with support from Vermont Sustainable Jobs Fund.
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While this model is in practice in Vermont, there are significant challenges to on-farm processing,like steep overhead and labor costs because it is hard to achieve any economy of scale. There is alsoa significant learning curve to achieve efficient rates of production.
In Summary

The models presented here that appear to be the most promising to pursue for Vermont are theClosed Loop No Processing model and the Regional Processing model.  The Closed Loop NoProcessing model can be instituted on a single site with combustion equipment selected specificallyfor the application; fuel savings are maximized by eliminating processing and transportation costs;and total investment is minimized over other models.  The Regional Processing model can achieveand capitalize on both renewable energy and sustainability goals and additional environmentalgoals critical to Vermont (e.g., cleaning up Lake Champlain).
While individual companies may pursue the Small-Scale On-Farm Processing model and theConsumer Pellet Market model, the inefficiencies and barriers to market entry are unlikely to causethese models to have a significant role in Vermont’s renewable energy economy in the near future.
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GRASS ENERGY CROP PRODUCTIONThis review focuses on two primary perennial crops for biomass feedstock: switchgrass and giantmiscanthus.  They both share the following traits in common:
 Provide feedstock for heat, electricity, or liquid fuels
 Are fast growing and high yielding in short periods of time
 Help reduce carbon emissions compared to other crops
 Grow well on marginal land, such as wet soils, so they do not compete with other foodcrops
 Tolerate cold and drought conditions
 Provide numerous environmental and wildlife benefits
 Have attractive rates of return compared to other uses of marginal land

Also, both biomass crops can be grown on marginal unproductive and fallow soils, including:
 Land that is not currently in agricultural production because of soil types andaccessibility
 Land with nutrient management and runoff concerns
 Land owned and underutilized by absentee landlords
 Areas not in competition with profitable commercial agricultural practices, except inhighly sensitive areas with nutrient management concerns
 Land with low productivity status, (i.e., hay land that is not managed for highproduction).  Often this land produces very marginal returns with as little as 1-2 tons ofhay per year.

Millions of acres of idle and marginal lands in the Northeast are conducive for growing these energycrops. As the market for bioenergy products develops, these energy crops can provide animportant source of material for heat, fiber, or liquid fuels like cellulosic ethanol. Although thesecrops have different cash flow profiles and management considerations, switchgrass and giantmiscanthus both can provide viable economic returns.
There is significant land area in Vermont that is marginal for agricultural food crops that cansupport grass energy crops and provide a revenue stream for farmers and landowners.  See themost recent USDA, NASS (www.nass.usda.gov/) crop share acreage data for Vermont in thefollowing table:
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Table 3.  Vermont Acres Available for Biomass Production (acres)

Total Vermont Acres Available for Biomass Production *600,704
Acres Available in Area of Interest (Franklin, Chittenden, and Addison Counties)
Franklin County 71,753
Chittenden County 47,383
Addison County 34,150
Total Acres in Area of Interest 153,286

* Based on idle/fallow lands & other hay/non-alfalfa29

Current work conducted by Dr. Sid Bosworth at the University of Vermont points to switchgrassand giant miscanthus as the two warm season grasses that hold the most potential for biomass inVermont and the Northeast.3,6,30 USDA has worked with switchgrass continually since 1936, initiallyfor livestock feed, but for over 20 years as a bioenergy crop. Giant miscanthus has also beenstudied more recently by USDA, and is taking the spotlight because of its high productivity andcarbon sequestration abilities.18 Experts interviewed at the University of Vermont andPennsylvania State University agree that switchgrass and giant miscanthus are the two best warmseason grasses at this time, based on multi-year field trials.
While both grasses have their distinct role in energy production, they also have distinct differencesfrom an establishment, production, and yield perspective.  This section will discuss the similarities,the differences and the justification for choosing the correct species of grass for establishing a grassenergy program in Vermont.
Giant Miscanthus General Profile

Giant miscanthus is a sterile hybrid used for bioenergy that is established with rhizomes. Giantmiscanthus is established by transplanting rhizomes or giant miscanthus tissue cultures in 1 inchblocks. It grows up to 12 feet high and has produced yields of 7 to 10 tons per acre after year 1 and2 of establishment at sites in the Northeast. While stands have only recently been established inVermont, stands at other locations have been productive for 15 – 20 years after establishment.  Itrequires significant volumes of water to achieve the higher yields and performs best in wetter soilswhich makes it ideal for marginal lands.  It is known for its soil improvement capacity andsequestration.18 This crop does require specialized equipment for establishment and harvest, thelatter because high yield and thick stem structure requires higher capacity mowers and balers inorder to successfully harvest the crop. More research is required in Vermont on giant miscanthus
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yields and stand longevity, but the superior yields andsuitability for thermal energy make it a promisingalternative to other perennial grasses.
Giant miscanthus costs more to establish in the first yeardue to preparation of the field and planting, at about$1,018 per acre; the costs are lower in the second year, atabout $175 per acre. For yield comparison, liquid fuelproduction equivalent is used to compare among species.Giant miscanthus produced 1,000 to 1,300 gallons ofethanol equivalent per acre.
Giant miscanthus should be well adapted to the climate inVermont, and has an excellent performance record onmarginal lands.  The distinct advantage of giant miscanthus is high yields that are double the yieldof switchgrass. Dr. Sid Bosworth from the University of Vermont documents yields of over 7 tons ofgiant miscanthus per acre in Shelburne, Vermont in 2012 on a somewhat poorly-drained soil;however, he concluded that giant miscanthus needs more evaluation before being considered aviable option for Vermont.4
Three possible suppliers of giant miscanthus are:

1. New Energy Farms, CanadaNew Energy Farms (www.newenergyfarms.com/) supplies tissue cultures in a 1 inch block forplanting. Their technology, CEEDSTM, does have some advantages in its ease of establishment.Their charge for the rhizomes and planting would range from $600-$1,000 per acre, though alarger establishment of 2,000 acres or more would qualify for bulk pricing. The landownerwould be responsible for preparing their land as if they were planting soybeans; this is typicallyaround $200 per acre depending on the state of tillage of the land to be planted. The companydoes require a 6 to 12 month notice.
2. REPREVE, GeorgiaREPREVE (www.repreve.com/) handles a variety of giant miscanthus called Freedom.  Thisvariety needs more research for northern climates, and supplies could be an issue for a largerscale project.

4. Researcher Sid Bosworth with giant
miscanthus at Meach Cove Farm,
Shelburne, Vermont, 2011.
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3. AloterraAloterra (aloterraenergy.com/) has the largest supply of rhizomes in the USA, and have themost planters,21 which makes this option the most viable for establishing giant miscanthusacreage in Vermont.  If Aloterra was selected, they offer two options for farmers.  With the firstoption, farmers would need to prepare the fields through tilling, in the same manner as soybeanplanting.  After tilling and prepping, an investment of $500-$700 per acre would coverestablishment including planting equipment, staff time and rhizomes.  This option, owning thecrop and paying the establishment cost, requires producers to establish their own contracts onthe commercial side.  If a commercial consumer agrees to buy the product, then the growersand end users can work back and forth to establish a sound marketing plan.  The second optionis for farmers to simply lease a substantial block of land to Aloterra.  Aloterra then does theplanting and the marketing of giant miscanthus.  This option could help an area get acreageestablished with little to no investment cost on the producer’s part.
Aloterra recommends the establishment of about 2,000 acres of Vermont marginal lands withgiant miscanthus, in order to produce an eventual yield potential of plus or minus 20,000 tonsper year.  They reason that an area needs a critical mass of acreage to develop the infrastructurefor planting, harvesting, and processing and plant material utilization. According to Aloterra,2,000 acres would make for a viable economic unit.  Thermal energy projects of acorresponding scale could then be conceptualized and implemented in close proximity to theacreage, or the acreage can be planted in close proximity to the project.

Switchgrass General Profile

Switchgrass is a warm-season bunch grass native to the northeast. Switchgrass grows well onmarginal soils that perform poorly for traditional agricultural production.  It tolerates wet soils, anddrought conditions. There are several varieties which research in Vermont points to as being themost productive, such as “Cove-in-Rock” and “Shawnee.” Switchgrass is planted from seed, andtakes 2 to 3 years to develop into a harvestable crop. Establishment and harvesting is accomplishedwith conventional equipment widely available in Vermont.
Establishment costs for year 1 and 2 were recently documented by NEWBio(www.newbio.psu.edu/) in concert with Ernst Conservation Seeds (www.ernstseed.com/).36 Firstyear establishment costs were $363 per acre, and second year costs were $180 per acre. Forcomparison to giant miscanthus, yields are equivalent to 500 to 700 gallons of ethanol per acre.
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Switchgrass has its own unique advantages as a grass energycrop, even though its yields are lower than giant miscanthus.These include low establishment cost and a huge array ofalternative uses that improve environmental water and soilpollution issues. Additional benefits are:
 Switchgrass is a well-known crop. There is science toback up its culture, production, varieties and harvesttechniques.23,17,3,5
 There is solid science to demonstrate its capacity tosequester carbon, filter soil and water pollutants,contain and protect soils, plus a unique capacity toprotect waterways from nitrogen and phosphorus.23
 More alternative uses have been developed from switchgrass than from giant miscanthus,including: forage extender for dairy cattle feeding, bedding, mushroom compost, particleboard component and stream buffers. (see Alternative Use section, page 33)

The sole supplier of switchgrass seed is Ernst Conservation Seeds in Meadville Pennsylvania. CalvinErnst, President of Ernst Conservations Seeds, also recommends about 2,000 acres of switchgrassas a good starting point for Vermont. Ernst states that this amount of acreage would provide for thedevelopment of the infrastructure for growing and processing switchgrass. A pellet plant, and/orother processing and utilization of the biomass, would be viable with this amount of acreage.17 Dr.Sid Bosworth demonstrated that the switchgrass varieties of “Cove-n-Rock” and “Shawnee” havethe most production potential for Vermont.4
A closer analysis of switchgrass reveals distinct advantages in protecting the environment insensitive areas such as Lake Champlain. Numerous studies, including one conducted by the USDA ,Environmental and Economic Analysis of Switchgrass: Production for Water Quality Improvementin Kansas, published in The Journal of Environmental Management,(www.ncaur.usda.gov/research/publications/publications.htm?seq_no_115=159948) reports onthe positive environmental advantages of switchgrass. This analysis indicates that switchgrassplantings and production in areas of intense commercial and agricultural farming can reduce NO3 –N (nitrate as nitrogen) surface runoff and sediment by a range of 34 to 99 percent.  Other studiesconfirm these findings.20

5. Researcher Sid Bosworth with
switchgrass, UVM Extension
Horticultural Farm, Burlington,
Vermont, 2011.
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In Summary

The following table compares giant miscanthus and switchgrass across a number of characteristics.
Table 4. Comparison between Switchgrass and Giant Miscanthus

Characteristic Switchgrass Giant Miscanthus

Growing Cycle
Harvested annually for 20
years

Harvested annually for 20
years

Planting Stock Seed Rhizomes

Plants per Acre About 8 pounds of seed About 6,000 rhizomes

Establishment Cost $500/acre $1,500/acre

Yields per Acre 4-6 dry tons/year 8-12 dry tons/year

Fertilizer
Needed for maintenance
applications Not needed

Herbicide Use At establishment phase At establishment phase

Pests/Diseases Few known Unknown

Harvest Method Conventional hay equipment Conventional hay equipment

Harvest Timing
Generally in late winter/early
spring

Generally in late winter/early
spring

Invasiveness
Some cultivars are not
invasive Noninvasive

Feedstock Properties
High BTUs, low water
content, low ash content

High BTUs, low water
content, low ash content

Liquid Fuel Yield Equivalent 300 – 400 gal 1000 - 1,300 gal

Establishment Period 2 years 2 years

Second Year Yield Approx. 2 tons Approx. 6 tons

Alternative Uses
Numerous - see alternative
use section

Numerous - see alternative
use section

Carbon Sequestering Ability Excellent Excellent
Soil Nutrient Filtering
Capacity Excellent Excellent

Soil Building Capacity Excellent Excellent

(See references 1, 15, 17, 23, and 24)
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PROCESSING/DENSIFICATION

Bales, Pellets, Briquettes, and Cubes

Grass can be combusted as bales or can be further processed and densified to produce pellets,briquettes, and cubes. The advantages of using bales for energy are minimal processing and inputcosts. This form of grass energy is the least expensive to produce and delivers the greatest costsavings compared to densified forms of grass fuel. The advantages of densifying the grass arehigher energy density for improved storage and transport economics, easier handling forcombustion equipment, and reduced dust for the end user.
Processing cost estimates were developed in the peer reviewed manuscript.32 Given an assumedcost of $83.48 per dry metric ton (or $75.73 per dry US ton) of baled switchgrass at the farm gate,the estimates for all costs including capital costs to produce pellets is $190.65 per megagram (Mg,equivalent to metric ton, or $172.95 per US ton); $143.18/Mg (or $129.89 per US ton) forbriquettes; and $140.71/Mg (or $127.65 per US ton) for cubes.32
Regardless of the type of processing, the same steps are followed to harvest, store, and deliver thecrop:

 The grass is harvested by traditional methods used to produce dry hay: mowing, raking,and in-field baling.
 The crop is dried in the field to below 20 percent moisture content (wet basis) to preventmolding or spontaneous combustion in storage.
 Grass is baled in large square or round bales with bulk densities of 6 to 8 pounds percubic foot (dry basis) for storage.
 The bales are delivered for direct use or for further processing. All three densificationmethods use extrusion to create pressure and heat to compress and bind the grass,resulting in bulk densities up to 35 pounds per cubic foot.Following is a more detailed description of the three types of densified grass fuels, pellets,briquettes, and cubes.
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Pellets

Fuel StandardsThe Pellet Fuel Institute (pelletheat.org/) has developed standards for residential and commercialdensified fuel. The standards include 3 grades, Premium, Standard and Utility.  The voluntarystandards program provides ranges for: bulk density, size, durability, fines, ash, moisture andchloride content. The major differences between grades are the ash content with less than 1percent required to be classified as Premium, less than 2 percent required for Standard and lessthan 6 percent for Utility. The following table compares the three standards of pellet fuel across anumber of characteristics.
Table 5. PFI Pellet Fuel Quality Parameters

Size,
Diameter

(mm)

Moisture
Content

(%)

Ash
Content

(%)

Bulk
Density
(lb. per
cubic
foot)

Fines
Content

(%)
Chloride

(ppm)

Premium 5.84 -
7.25 < 8.0 < 1.0 40.0 -

46.0 < 0.50 < 300

Standard 5.84 -
7.25 < 10.0 < 2.0 38.0 -

46.0 < 1.0 < 300

Utility 5.84 -
7.25 < 10.0 < 6.0 38.0 -

46.0 < 1.0 < 300

* Adapted from http://pelletheat.org/pfi-standards/

The areas where grass pellets would likelyhave trouble meeting these standards arebulk density, chloride content, and ashcontent. Bulk densities of grass pelletstypically are about 75 to 85 percent of thedensity of wood pellets;34 however, this isunlikely to be a major barrier to marketacceptance. Chloride in grasses can bemanaged somewhat by controllingfertilization and harvest timing in the field.Typical chloride content of grass is 0.01 to 1.0percent.9 Ash content can be reduced in the field for switchgrass by managing fertilizer, soil type
6. Switchgrass pellets, Brandon, Vermont, 2011.
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where grown, and harvest timing.  Allowing the crop to overwinter in the field can significantlyreduce ash content, though it still typically remains above the level to qualify for either Premium orStandard grades with typical ash content from 2.5 to 4.7 percent.26
Pellet Production in the NortheastIn the Northeast, Enviro Energy LLC (www.enviroenergyny.com/) in Unadilla, New York isproducing grass pellets on-farm with a part-time production schedule. Products include pellets forfuel, pellets for mulch and soil enhancement, and pellets of barley straw for treating ponds.22 ErnstBiomass, LLC (www.ernstbiomass.com/) in Meadville, Pennsylvania is producing pellets in acommercial facility that has a rated capacity of 5 tons per hour.  Their pellets are marketed as anabsorbent for use around gas well drilling sites, for animal bedding and as a forage extender forfeeding cattle.14 Vermont Technical College (VTC) in Randolph acquired a small pellet machinemounted on a trailer through a grant from Vermont Sustainable Jobs Fund. It is used as aneducation and research tool and produces pellets from grass energy crops grown by researchers atthe University of Vermont in Burlington. A Froeling (www.froeling.com/us/) pellet boiler on the VTTechnical College campus is set up to test burn grass pellets. In New York, the Hudson Valley GrassEnergy Partnership has developed a mobile pellet mill that is being used for demonstrations andhas been used to produce pellets on area farms on a limited scale. Capacities up to 1.5 tons per hourhave been achieved.28
Making Grass PelletsThe wood pelleting process starts by conveying sawdust or wood chips into a hammer mill whereparticle size is reduced for pneumatic conveyance to a dryer. Thematerial is dried to approximately 8 percent moisture thencollected in a cyclone and conveyed to a second hammer millwhere the size is further reduced. The material is then runthrough a conditioner where moisture can be adjusted or abinding agent is added prior to entering the pelleting machines.The pellets are then cooled after exiting the pellet machinesbefore entering bulk storage.

Making grass pellets follows the same basic steps as woodpelleting with the exception that some preprocessing of the balesis required to feed into the first hammer mill; typically this isdone in a tub grinder.  The other major difference in processing7. Buskirk Grass Pellets,
Vermont Technical College,
2012.
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grass into pellets is that the ground grass is less dense than wood and requires different conveyorsand metering screws to get material into the first hammer mill.  This lower density also results inlower throughput through the pelleting machines and reduces their rated capacities byapproximately 25% compared to pelleting wood.14 A typical pelletizing machine, rated at 5 tons perhour for wood, will have a maximum throughput with grass of 3.5 to 4 tons per hour.
While switchgrass performs well versus other grasses for yield, energy content and total ashcontent, it is the most difficult grass to get to form into a durable pellet.14,22,26 This problem can bereduced by blending switchgrass with other grass crops or binding agents.
Another challenge for making grass pellets compared to wood pellets is the volume andcomposition of the ash in grasses.  This results in increased wear of dies and metal surfaces overwhich the material flows, thereby increasing operating and maintenance costs for the processor.14Substantial investment and modifications to existing wood pelleting process lines would berequired to produce either a blended wood and grass pellet or a whole grass pellet.  It is likely thatit would be more practical to design a new plant or processing line with grass pellets as the primaryfeedstock.  If a blended pellet is desired for consumer acceptance, whole grass and whole woodpellets could be mixed to achieve the desired blend.
BriquettesBriquettes are densified like pellets, but are extruded through larger dies forming a larger fuel.Briquetting machines can form logs or pucks that are typically 1.5 to 3 inches in diameter. They area lower density fuel than pellets, but have the advantage of requiring less processing and energyinput than pellets. Bulk densities are typically 20 to 25 pounds per cubic foot.
Briquetters can tolerate larger particle sizes in the initial feedstock, which reduces both the amountof equipment and energy needed in the process. The typical process delivers bales into a tubgrinder that can grind grass into particles small enough, ½ inch or less, so that additional sizereduction is not required. Some method for drying may be needed as material has to be less than 12percent moisture in order for the briquettes to maintain their shape. From the tub grinder, grass isconveyed to a mixing/metering bin for delivery into the briquetter.  The total energy input requiredto produce a briquette is approximately 33 percent of the energy required to make a pellet andwear on equipment is less than when making pellets.32
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Typical throughput of a briquetter is approximately 1 to 2 tons per hour and the process of formingbriquettes is more forgiving and less precise than forming pellets. In the Northeast, Ernst Biomass,LLC experimented with a CF Nielsen (www.cfnielsen.com) riquetting machine (model 5500 with a55kW motor and 75 mm die). Production capacity up to 1.5 tons per hour was achieved throughputprocessing switchgrass into briquettes.
Ernst supplied briquettes to Benton School District who installed a biomass boiler manufactured byAdvanced Recycling Equipment (www.advancedrecyclingequip.com) for one heating season. Issuesarose with clinkering and operation of the boiler, and resulted in the school district converting towood chip fuel after the initial season. The briquetter is now being leased to someone using it tomake wood briquettes.
Renewable Energy Resources, LLC is installing a small capacity briquetter at their testing facilitylocated at Meach Cove Farm in Shelburne, Vermont.   A mobile briquetting machine is also in thefinal stages of completion and testing that is being developed by RER with funding assistance fromVermont Sustainable Jobs Fund.
Cubes

Cubes are made with equipment that is adapted from the original John Deere mobile alfalfa haycubers.21 The stationary equipment consists of a conditioning/mixing bin, a large diameter wheelwith 1 to 1.5 inch square dies and an internal press wheel that forces material out thru the dies.Minimal size reduction of the grass material, similar to what is required for briquettes, can beachieved in a tub grinder.  Grass moisture content should be less than 12 percent and bulk densitiesof cubed material are similar to briquettes, at 20 to 25 pounds per cubic foot.  One cubing machinecan produce 6 to 10 tons of pellets per hour, achieving significantly higher throughputs per unitthan either pellet or briquetting machines.32
Cubes may be more practical than briquettes in the Regional Processing Model as one machine canproduce 3 to 4 times the throughput of one briquetting machine with 11 percent less energy inputper ton produced.32 Mesa Reduction and Engineering, LLC (www.mesareduction.com/) in Auburn,New York has produced cubes from grass and agricultural residues for test firing in larger boilers.Warren & Baerg Manufacturing Inc. (www.warrenbaerg.com) in Dinuba, CA manufactures cubersand has successfully produced cubes in test runs with multiple biomass fuels including giantmiscanthus and switchgrass.
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THERMAL COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT

Pellet Appliances for the Consumer Market

There are pellet stoves, furnaces and boilers currently available, labeled as multi-fuel and sized forthe consumer (residential-scale) market, that have successfully burned grass pellets. Typically,adjustments to the stove must be made to burn grass fuel and there are some limitations. Forinstance, appliances that are able to adjust the fuel feed rate and air-to-fuel ratios over a broadrange, have an automatic and/or mechanical method of removing ash from the fire pot or grate, andhave ample ash storage bins that can easily be dumped, have proven to be best adapted to burngrass pellets.  The variability in percent of ash content and the mineral composition of the ashrequires additional effort from the user to tune these appliances to effectively burn grass pellets.
Cornell University tested the burning of grass pellets in multiple pellet appliances(forages.org/index.php/research-gb). The best performing stoves for efficiency and handling of theash were the Quadrafire S, Europa 75, Harman P43 S, Skanden(Reka), B and LEI BB100, B.9 In addition, an ongoing researchand demonstration project being conducted by CornellCooperative Extension, Delaware County, and the CatskillWatershed Corporation with funding by the NYC WatershedAgricultural Council, has installed several pellet stoves inresidences. This work is being done as part of an effort tofacilitate the development of a local grass energy economy.The report on the performance of the stoves tested iscurrently being developed and will be available in 2014.

As for boilers, LEI (www.leiprod.com/leiproducts)manufactures flexible fuel boilers capable of multiple fuel feedand air adjustments with aggressive ash handling in the100,000 to 500,000 Btu per hour range that can burn grasspellets.  New Horizon Corporation(www.newhorizoncorp.com) has modified a Furtura MultiBioBoiler with a moving grate for burning grass pellets. BiomassEnergy Works is developing a multi-fuel boiler specifically for multiple fuels including grasspellets.7

8. Grass pellet combustion, Meach
Cove Farm, Shelburne, Vermont,
2010.
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There are several barriers to grass pellets making in-roads into the consumer wood pellet market.These include the relatively small number of installed appliances that can effectively burn grass,and reality of increased ash handling, which is up to 10 times the ash of premium wood pellets.  Themineral composition of the ash in grass is generally higher in elements that cause the formation ofclinkers at lower temperatures than occurs in wood ash.  These minerals (potassium, sodium,chlorine, sulfur, and silica) in the ash form compounds that tend to be more corrosive than woodash and form caked deposits on heat exchangers. In tests conducted by Cornell comparing PMemissions from these appliances, the increased ash content of the grass fuel related directly toincreased PM emissions from these appliances.9 Typically, grass pellets are 4 to 7 percent lower inenergy value than standard or premium grade wood pellets.
In 2009, the Vermont Grass Energy Partnership experimented with blending various grass speciesand concentrations of mixed grass and wood pellets and then conducted combustion and emissionstests. As expected, these experiments yield results such that the higher the percentage of wood inthe pellets the lower the ash content, and the higher the ash fusion temperature for all grassspecies.33 Blending grass with wood could be an effective strategy for introducing grass energy intothe consumer market. However, there are several barriers on the pellet production side that makethis an unlikely model for widespread market penetration.
Handling and processing grasses for pellet production would require a significant investment inspecialized equipment, essentially creating a second line at the wood pellet plant.  Including grassas a percentage of the pellet would tend to lower the value of the pellet as ash content wouldincrease and heating value would decrease.  To get pellet manufactures to make the investmentrequired to include grass in wood pellet blends, there would need to be a significant priceadvantage for grass raw material cost, which currently does not exist.
Institutional/Commercial Scale Boilers

Biomass boilers in this range generally exceed 500,000 Btu per hour of output and can go up to 20million Btu per hour or larger. Systems are available to utilize baled feedstock for fuel. Fuel feedingranges from loading a full bale directly into the combustion unit (burning one at a time), or loadingmultiple bales on a conveyor system to be shredded and metered into the combustion unit.  Thesesystems can be cost effective since they can utilize baled grasses which typically have a lowerenergy cost than feedstock requiring additional processing such as pucks, briquettes, cubes, andpellets. A partial list of manufacturers, listed alphabetically, that have advertised the ability toutilize baled feedstock are Axe Biotech (www.axebiotech.ie), DP Cleantech (www.dpcleantech.com),
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Innovaat (www.innovaat.com), Limes Innovation, LIN-KA (www.linka.dk), Skanden(www.skanden.com), and Skelhoje Maskinfabrik.  Efficiencies, levels of automation, capital costs,and operating costs can vary depending on the manufacturer, equipment, and application.
In larger scale boilers up to 27 million Btu/hr output, Wellons (www.wellons.com), Hurst(www.hurstboiler.com), Ebner Vyncke (www.vyncke.com), and AFS (www.afsenergy.com) allmanufacture moving step grate units with automated ash handling that should effectively removeclinkers and deal with higher ash volumes. These boilers are designed to burn wood chips butcould effectively burn a briquette, cube or pellets.  Some pre-processing or grinding of bales wouldbe required to adapt the fuel feeding systems of these units in order to accept grass energy withoutdensification. While the equipment in this size range is commercially available there are very few, if,any installations of this equipment in Vermont. The majority of the existing installations atinstitutions in Vermont are smaller systems (0.5 to 20 MMBtu per hour) that burn wood chips, withfixed grates where ash is raked out of the boiler. If grass was used in these units, the ash wouldclinker and harden onto the grates, sealing off the under fire air flow and are thus not suitable fortype of fuel source.
There are fewer equipment barriers for new installations in this market size, compared to theconsumer, or residential, market. This is because the combustion equipment is larger and isavailable with moving grates and has a more robust ash handling system with multiple fuel andcombustion air settings. Boilers with moving grates and more robust ash handling are moreexpensive than fixed grate boilers. The higher volumes of ash and lower fusion temperatures cancause increased fowling of boiler tubes that require additional maintenance.
Tests conducted in Vermont (mentioned earlier) show a direct correlation between PM emissionsand the higher ash volumes of grass fuels. 33 For boilers that require emissions permitting (typicallyabove 3.0 million Btu/hr, heat input) additional costs for PM controls may be required to meetpermitted levels.  For larger boiler installations, some form of densification or preprocessing of thefuel would be important to minimize fuel storage and handling requirements. This would requirethe simultaneous development of a boiler installation and a processing facility.
Emissions from Combustion

As mentioned earlier, emissions testing was conducted burning grass, grass and wood pellet blendsand straight wood pellets, as part of earlier research by the Vermont Grass Energy Partnership. Thetests compared pellet and pellet blends from 3 different grass sources, switchgrass, reed
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canarygrass, and mulch hay and were performed on a 500,000 Btu/hr Solagen boiler with noemission controls.  It should be noted that CO, NOx, and PM emissions are unique to each furnacebeing tested and are greatly affected by the boiler tuning.  Generally speaking, compared to woodpellets, it should be expected that unfiltered PM emissions will be directly related to the percentageof ash by weight produced by the fuel.  The testing confirmed that the greater the percent of grassin the fuel, the higher the level of PM emissions.  It is also expected that the NOx and SOx emissionswill be directly related to the level of sulfur and nitrogen present in the fuel. 33 The following tablecompares particulate emissions and ash content across wood pellets and several blends of grass-wood pellets.
Table 6. Particulate Emissions and Ash Content

Sample Total Particulate Emissions
(lbs./MMBtu)

Ash Content
(%)

Control (100% wood) 0.052 0.35

S1 (100% Switchgrass) 0.066 4.32

R1 (100% Reed canarygrass) 0.18 6.67

M1 (100% Mulch hay) 0.25 5.12

For appliances smaller than 3.0 million Btu per hour (heat input), generally no permitting oremissions controls are required; however there is a trend toward greater restrictions and scrutinyof PM emissions from smaller solid fuel appliances on both the federal and state regulatory levels.
For commercial scale biomass furnaces, cyclones and steel mesh or fabric filters are sometimesemployed, but are not required for systems below 3.0 million Btu input. For systems above 3.0million Btu per hour, fuel input PM controls are generally installed to meet emissions limits. WhileSOx, NOx, and PM emissions would generally be higher for grasses than wood, the emission levelscan meet permitting limits with proper tuning and PM controls. Ash volume and composition of thefuel can be managed by grass species, the soil the crop is grown on, the amount and source offertilization of the crop, and how the crop is harvested.26
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Mineral Content

Alkali metals, including chlorine and potassium, combine with silica in grass energy to formsilicates the have lower fusion temperatures which cause clinkering and fowling of heat exchangertubes. Potassium is the most prevalent of the alkali metals found in grass energy crops and isdirectly related to application of potassium chloride fertilizers, which can be controlled.  The alkalimetals in the ash, especially chlorine, can cause excessive corrosion in combustion appliances.8
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ALTERNATIVE MARKETS FOR GRASS ENERGY CROPBuilding a commercial scale pellet plant or regional processing facility for grass requires asubstantial investment. An owner will need to be able to have a market for the plant’s productionsoon after coming online or success is unlikely. In addition, if farmers are to invest in growing grassenergy crops they need some assurance that a market exists. Alternative markets for grass pelletsor grass energy crops can be a solution to allow early year financial success while grass thermalenergy markets are being developed. The following alternative markets have been identified andsuccessfully developed by switchgrass growers and processors interviewed for this project:
 Fiber source for plates, cups, packing materials, etc. (compostable)
 Animal bedding
 Compost for mushroom growers
 Resin in particle board
 Soil nutrient filter (nitrogen & phosphorus)
 Noise & odor filter for concentrated livestock facilities
 Absorbent markets
 Dairy ration inclusion
 Stream buffers and conservation plants
 Wildlife habitat

Fiber Source

Fiber markets for giant miscanthus are currently being developed.  As a fiber source, this species isbeing considered for inclusion in paper cups and plates, fiberboard, and cardboard/paper. Giantmiscanthus is also being considered for carbon fiber composites for automobile components. Globalcarbon fiber use is poised to grow by about 30 percent within the next 5 years. With only 10 carbonproducers producing 95 percent of the world’s fiber, the supplier/processor relationships shouldbe strengthened. This opens up a solid market for fiber from giant miscanthus and switchgrass.
Animal Bedding

Switchgrass and giant miscanthus can be used as premium bedding in a variety of agriculturallivestock production sectors. Both grasses have a very high absorption rate and are in many wayssuperior to wood shavings and small grain straw. Switchgrass and giant miscanthus are currentlybeing used in chicken and turkey facilities, dairy facilities, and equine facilities. Shortages of straw,wood shavings and sawdust are driving this market in areas of the country with high livestockconcentrations. Current research trials are being conducted in the Northeast to evaluate giant
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miscanthus as a poultry bedding source. This is removed between flocks and burnt throughbiomass conversion as a heating source.
Compost

Switchgrass and giant miscanthus are currently being used as a substrate for the commercialmushroom business in Ontario. Wheat straw, the substrate of preference in the past, is in lowsupply with a high price tag. Compounding the supply and price problem is the fact that modernhay baling and processing of straw is reducing fiber size and rendering straw as a less desirablesubstrate for mushrooms.  Last year, Ontario growers sold switchgrass to mushroom producers for5 percent inclusion in their growing substrate. Trials in 2013 were being conducted at a 50 percentinclusion rate. With land rent rates as high as $350 per acre in Ontario, producers are seeing goodprofits when growing switchgrass for the mushroom industry. During the establishment year ofswitchgrass, producers are using spring wheat as a mass crop for switchgrass, which hasdramatically helped with establishment cost.
Resin

Currently, the particle board industry uses primarily formaldehyde-based resins. These resins aresourced from petrochemicals, and are deemed harmful to human health. Switchgrass and giantmiscanthus both can be processed to produce phenolic type resins from lignin and wood-like lignincomposites. Don Nott, a switchgrass producer in Ontario, is working with a private fiber boardcompany in Ontario to develop markets for resins from switchgrass fiber, and fiber board fromswitchgrass or giant miscanthus.
Soil Filter

Switchgrass and giant miscanthus are very effective in the capturing and holding of soil nutrients.The nutrients, nitrogen and phosphorus, that are used to produce stems and leaves can beharvested and removed from the soil, or turning in the harvest can allow nutrients to recycle toplants’ roots and rhizome system. At the same time, significant amounts of carbon sequesters to theroot and rhizome system and soil organic matter is improved. In areas where nutrient runoff iswreaking havoc with water quality (e.g., Lake Champlain and the Chesapeake Bay), bothswitchgrass and giant miscanthus can be used as a conservation planting to hold soil and soilnutrients in place. Giant miscanthus requires soil tillage only once during its establishment, withstands producing at prolific levels for 20 plus years. Switchgrass has been shown to be established
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by using no-till systems with cover crops, such as spring wheat. These stands also have a lifespan oftwenty years. Therefore, both crops are highly effective at holding soil and soil nutrients in place.Harvesting these crops allows pollutants (N and P) to be removed on a yearly basis. Growing thesecrops in areas of concentrated livestock and poultry production could have a very beneficial impacton environmental water quality issues. Using these crops on marginal lands that serve as edge offield buffers to streams, waterways and bodies of water, can reduce the propensity for runofferosion and N and P loss and pollution.
Noise and Odor Filter

Poultry houses and hog houses emit significant amounts of ammonia (NH3), dust particles and noisefrom tunnel fan emissions.  In a study conducted by USDA and NRCS, switchgrass and giantmiscanthus wind breaks were capable of reducing dust up to 67 percent, odors up to 67 percent,and ammonia, which varied with plant species.25
Absorbent Markets

Currently switchgrass pellets are being marketed as a bio-absorbent for the oil and gas industry.During the process of drilling and fracking oil and gas wells, oil and other environmental pollutantscan be spilled. The energy companies that perform the drilling have very stringent environmentalregulations, and must be prepared to remove any potentially harmful products. Absorbents areused to capture these spills, so the pollutants can be disposed of in an environmentally soundprocedure. Ernst Conservation Seeds is currently pelletizing their acreage (about 4,000 acres) ofswitchgrass and marketing to the oil and gas industry. Aloterra is also actively looking to developthis market.
Dairy Rations

Dairy herd nutrition has advanced to a level where fiber now has a value as a ration component.Historically, dairy rations had an abundance of fiber, however, technological advances in rationformulations, forage harvesting, and ration delivery systems have led to a fiber shortage on manydairy farms.  Switchgrass has been successfully fed on dairy farms and fills an important void inration fiber content.  In addition, the low potassium level of switchgrass makes it an ideal inclusionin dairy cow rations, where excessive K can cause an array of metabolic problems.  Large herds withmultiple groups of animals use an enormous amount of forage, and switchgrass can play animportant role in dairy cattle production, growth, and health, in addition to economic benefits.
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Conservation Plants

Switchgrass and giant miscanthus performs well as a conservation planting through erosioncontrol, restoration, and development of wildlife habitat. These grasses are adapted to a wide rangeof sites, and perform with excellent results on marginal grounds. Both grasses stabilize soils andnutrients in environmentally sensitive areas, including stream banks, waterways, dikes and gullies,and other highly erodible lands. At the same time they also capture and hold soil and waterpollutants such as excess nitrogen and phosphorus.
Wildlife Habitat

Switchgrass and giant miscanthus provide excellent habitat for wildlife when used exclusively or incombination with other plant species. The vertical growth pattern provides cover for many birdspecies such as pheasants, and allows for quality nesting sites. Both grasses also provide excellentcover for deer.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DESIGNING A ROBUST GRASS ENERGY PROGRAM IN VERMONTThis “current state” investigation of grass energy for Vermont brings to light significant issueswhich must be addressed in order to chart a path forward. Both literature review and interviewswith experts in this field identified a range of barriers to wider adoption of grass thermal energyincluding: consumer acceptance due to highly variable ash and mineral content of grassescompared to wood; limited installations of appliances capable of burning grass due to clinkering;higher value markets for grass hay crops compared to their value for energy use; and lack ofestablished markets for grass energy crops.
This investigation of grass energy also offered strong support for the benefits and positive potentialfor grass thermal energy in Vermont.  These included energy independence, energy cost savings,local economic development by keeping energy dollars spent in the local economy, CO2 reduction,grass energy crops assisting in cleaning up waterways and productive uses of marginal land.
Interviewees were nearly unanimous in stressing the need for successful demonstration projects toprovide exposure and education on the potential for grass energy.  However, a demonstration alonewithout monetizing incentives to capitalize on all benefits derived from grass energy is unlikely tomake a significant contribution to the renewable energy profile of Vermont.
Based on review of the current research and interviews we make the following recommendationsto develop a grass energy industry in Vermont.

1. Focus on switchgrass and giant miscanthus for grass energy due to the following attributes:superior yields on marginal soils; higher energy than other grasses; and root structure forsuperior performance as a riparian buffer.2. Provide incentives for both the thermal benefits and watershed improvement benefits ofgrass energy crops in order to encourage both the establishment of grass energy crops inriparian buffers and the installation of grass thermal energy combustion and processingequipment.3. Establish a sustainable demonstration project using the Closed Loop No Processing model.4. Establish a sustainable demonstration of the Regional Processing model that is of a scale tomake a significant impact on the Lake Champlain watershed.a. Include incentives for planting energy crops in riparian buffer zones.b. Include incentives for establishing a regional processing facility.
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c. Include incentives for installing and using grass energy from the buffer zones forthermal loads.
While there are many grasses that have been suggested for use as grass energy crops, switchgrassand giant miscanthus come to the forefront based on potential yields on marginal land and energyand ash content compared to mulch hay and reed canarygrass. Switchgrass and giant miscanthusboth have documented nutrient removal rates for phosphorus and nitrogen, the major waterpollutants in Lake Champlain.
Pilot Demonstration Projects

There are two important components to implementing any project: establishing the grass energycrop and developing a market for the product by installing grass-burning combustion systems.Further, since building a market for heating fuel will take some time and grass takes three years tobecome fully established, Vermont should devise incentives that can begin expanding acreages ingrass for energy as a first step. A grass heating fuel market can be built simultaneously, and growerscan take advantage of alternative fiber markets until the heating fuel market is well established.There are two grass energy models that we believe have potential to be sustainable in Vermont,Closed Loop and Regional Processing, that could be tied to environmental incentives to clean upLake Champlain.
A Closed Loop model demonstration, to be sustainable, requires choosing the correct site.  Thecorrect site should have acres available for establishing the grass energy crop and conventionalhaying equipment readily available to harvest the crop (either owned or custom harvesters). Whileevery site will be unique and require detailed analysis, a good starting point for a general facilityprofile is:

 Current fuel is oil or propane
 Annual heating costs are greater than $100,000
 Central heating distribution is possible
 65 acres or more exists for growing an energy crop (assuming grass fuel is replacing 30,000gallons of fuel oil and grass yields are 4.5 tons per acre)
 There is owner commitment to the project
 There is sufficient space for storageWhile grant funding for the demonstration will be an important component, the project needs to beable to be sustained on its own merits.  The thermal load and the fuel savings need to be great
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enough to justify the return on investment in both equipment and added labor over the currentheating equipment and fossil fuel used.
A Regional Processing model demonstration, while more complicated to implement than theClosed Loop model, can provide significantly greater economic and environmental benefits. Forthis model to be sustainable, the demonstration project will need to capitalize on all environmentaland economic incentives and be at a scale to support development of a regional infrastructure.  Itmust also demonstrate a significant impact on Lake Champlain water quality and offset the use offossil fuel. Every project is unique and requires detailed analysis but generally the minimalrequirements of a Regional Processing model demonstration would be:

 Establishing five hundred acres of switchgrass in new or expanded buffers along waterwaysfeeding into Lake Champlain. At 4.5 tons per acre this would supply 2,250 tons (dry) grassfuel per year.
 Incentives for growers that provide profit equal to what the same acreage would yield ifplanted to corn.
 Installation of grass heating system at a facility (or multiple facilities in close proximity)using more than 230,000 gallons of oil per year, with a demand of 2,250 dry tons of grassenergy per year. Establishing a processing facility or large bale supply entity to provide longterm contracts with the biomass combustion plant and growers.
 Commitment from the owner of the combustion facility.
 Commitment from farmers to grow the crop.
 Public commitment to provide incentives for both the grower and the end user for someperiod of time.The grass fuel use could be at one site or a combination of sites in close proximity to significantagricultural acres in the Lake Champlain watershed. Dairy processing plants, hospitals, public orprivate campuses with a district heating system would be potential sites.

For incentives to capitalize on all of the environmental benefits, the Vermont Agricultural BufferProgram and the electric utility portfolio standards could be used as templates. The goal is toprovide equal profit to the producer that the same acreage would yield if planted with corn,volumes of demand to a processor or broker to justify establishment of the supply chain, andsavings to the owner of the combustion facility to justify the investment and labor required over thepresent system. Public and private long term commitments are required to provide the farmer withassurances of a market and the owner of the biomass system with a long term fuel source.
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A variation of a regional processing plant would be to secure a third party owner or broker whowould purchase and store bales of grass for the project and manage supply and delivery to theplant. This would reduce fuel processing costs and investment in a regional processing plant whileincreasing material handling costs for the owner of the combustion facility.
The impacts of this scale of demonstration project would be:

 55 miles of 75’ wide riparian buffer zone established
 16,000 pounds of phosphorus removed from the Lake Champlain Watershed
 20,000 pounds of nitrogen removed
 230,000 gallons of #2 fuel oil offset
 2,250 metric tons of CO2e offset
 $429,000 savings per year in fuel purchase costs
 $731,000 total cost over 12 years of subsidy to match net corn profit, or a public mandate torequire 75’ buffers without financial incentiveWhile some of the nutrients removed by the grass energy crop will be offset by nutrients that wouldhave been removed from established 25-foot buffer zones, it is clear from the research thatexpanding the zones from 25 to 75 feet will make a substantial contribution to the total maximumdaily load (TMDL) reductions. It is also true that wider zones with root structures like switchgrasswill be much more effective in trapping sediment during major rainfall events.20

Providing returns to farmers equal to growing corn would require a $576 per acre subsidy in year 1and $426 per acre subsidy in the first two years of establishment and $46 per acre in eachsuccessive year to provide equal profit to growing corn for grain (assuming that the grass energycrop has a value of $80 at the farm gate).  The 500 acres in 75’ wide riparian buffers that areoutlined above would cost a total of $731,000 in subsidies over 12 years while having a majorimpact on water quality in the watershed where implemented. The alternative is requiring 75-footbuffers without any financial inventive.
A project such as this would also provide a very visible demonstration model for grass thermalenergy.  The energy cost savings to a dairy processing plant or institution for offsetting fuel oilwould be substantial; however, a significant capital investment in equipment and infrastructurewould be required upfront. There are several options to incentivize the installation of biomasscombustion equipment including grants, subsidized financing, and thermal renewable energycredits. For the right project, it is certainly possible that energy savings could provide enoughincentive to implement a project with minimal additional subsidies.  At a minimum, some technical
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assistance to provide a detailed feasibility assessment is recommended to help move a projectforward.
Table 7 below provides assumptions used to develop the summary of key impacts. Tables 8 and 9on the following pages are twenty year cash flow budgets for switchgrass and giant miscanthuscrops respectively; they are not adjusted for inflation. These budgets are developed using the VABPfunding already in place to demonstrate additional subsidy required to provide equal profit togrowing corn grain on the same acres. It should be noted in years 3, 4 and 5 the net income to thefarmer is $100 per acre greater than the estimated net profit from corn.
Table 7. Assumptions for Regional Processing Demonstration Project

Briquette Contract Price (delivered)* $164 per ton
Grass Energy Yield 4.5 tons per acre
Energy content of Briquettes 14.34 mmBtu per ton
Net thermal conversion efficiency (grass)

77%
Fuel oil price $3.50 per gallon
Fuel oil energy yield 0.138 mmBtu per gallon
Net thermal conversion efficiency (fuel oil)

79%
Removal rate of actual P 8 pounds per ton of switchgrass
Removal rate of actual N 10 pounds per ton of switchgrass
Riparian Buffer Zone width 75 feet
Corn average annual profit $240 per acre
CO2e offset replacing fuel oil with switchgrass
briquetts42 68.4 kg CO2e/GJ

*assumes $80 per ton at farm gate, $54 per ton processing costs32 and $30 per ton for delivery and profit
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CONCLUSIONSAs the Wilson Engineering team explored opportunities for grass energy in Vermont, it becameincreasingly obvious that grass energy and environmental concerns go hand in hand, and the
marriage of grass energy and nutrient management had inherent synergy. Tied together,grass energy and nutrient management could be molded into a viable business model meetingmany of Vermont’s renewable energy and environmental sustainability goals. The broad goals andobjective of this report were to review research, interview stakeholders and provide summariesand direction for three key classes of findings:
The current state of scientific knowledge and technology is fairly broad and deep for growing,processing, and combusting grasses for fuel both in Vermont and throughout North America andbeyond. We know the following:

 Switchgrass and giant miscanthus hold the most promise as energy crops due to yieldon marginal land and combustion characteristics.
 Due to its deep and clumped growth pattern, switchgrass is an excellent crop forriparian buffer strips to reduce nutrient loading of watersheds from agricultural runoff.
 When marginal soils are planted to giant miscanthus or switchgrass, positive soilbuilding characteristics result. Both feedstocks are effective for carbon sequestration inthe soil.
 Grass crops can be pelleted using standard equipment but generally reducedthroughput and increase wear of the mills compared to wood.
 There are pellet stoves, furnaces and boilers available that can burn grass pellets but thehigh ash content compared to wood requires more robust ash handling equipment.
 Larger boilers and equipment is commercially available that can burn grass from baleform to briquettes, cubes and pellets however; there are very few biomass-burningappliances of this large size currently installed in Vermont or the Northeast.
 Grass energy replacing fossil fuels can significantly reduce Vermont’s carbon footprint.
 Concerns from combustion of grass energy are corrosion and alkali deposits fromchlorine and potassium, higher particulate matter (PM) due to high ash content,potential increases in oxides of sulfur (Sox) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx) based onchemical composition.
 Ash content and composition can be controlled by managing soils, nutrients applied,and harvest practices.
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The experiences of the early adopters in Vermont and the Northeast have taught us:
 We have significantly more experience and knowledge in switchgrass than giantmiscanthus.
 At a yield of 4.5 tons per acre per year and $80 per ton at the farm gate, grass energy cropscan be profitably grown.
 There are alternative markets for grass energy crops that can have higher values thanenergy.
 Switchgrass is the most challenging of the grasses to pelletize.
 Small scale on-farm production of grass pellets can be accomplished but is challenging.
 Briquetting and cubes are viable alternatives to pellets for densifying grasses.
 There are relatively few appliances currently installed in the Northeast for grasscombustion.
 Pellet stoves have successfully burned grass pellets but nearly all require additional tuningor maintenance compared to wood pellets.
 The higher ash content in grass energy compared to wood causes challenges for consumeracceptance for use in pellet stoves.
 Finding financing for grass energy projects is challenging, and additional incentives areimportant to implementing projects.

The key next steps for moving forward with grass energy in Vermont are:
 Additional research on growing giant miscanthus to determine costs and yields in Vermont.
 Education to make the public aware of grass energy and its potential benefits to Vermont.
 Demonstration of viable models of grass thermal energy.
 Design incentives that can capitalize on all environmental benefits of growing grass forthermal energy.
 Fund and prepare a roadmap strategy plan to advance grass energy in Vermont thatidentifies critical thresholds for farmer subsidy and critical fossil heating fuel thresholdsthat will trigger a more viable future for grass energy in Vermont.
 Lead a delegation to Denmark to explore their successes in grass energy marketdevelopment.During the current state of investigation for grass energy in Vermont all parties remain cautiouslyoptimistic about the outcome. Stakeholders indicated that now is the time for a highly visible

practical demonstration project. Ideally the project chosen will demonstrate a sustainablebusiness model. While several efforts are currently being made to develop various grass thermalenergy business models in the Northeast and Vermont, there are clear market barriers unlikely tobe overcome without additional incentives.
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The Wilson Engineering team believes that the most likely models for sustainable and
repeatable success are Closed Loop No Processing and Regional Processing, where equipmentbarriers can easily be overcome.  Tied to these demonstrations needs to be a parallel public policyeffort to establish incentives for all environmental benefits of grass thermal energy, including athermal renewable energy incentive and a non-point source water pollution incentive. Adoptingthese incentives will help solve some critical issues facing Vermont’s economy, including highenergy costs, environmental threats to Lake Champlain and sustaining agricultural production.
The Wilson Engineering team believes a grass thermal energy economy is viable in Vermont
but it must take advantages of all environmental benefits. Creating a “win-win” scenarioallows Vermont farmers to keep farming, and at the same time create new, innovative, viable andprofitable business models. We believe it is possible for the waters of Vermont to stay safe andpristine for drinking and recreation and for the end users of grass energy to know they arecontributing to the growth and development of a safe and healthy economy, while also savingsubstantial dollars on their utility bills and keeping Vermont energy dollars in the local economy.
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APPENDIX A

Correspondence from Paul Patterson

Professor of Poultry Science, Pennsylvania State University
Hi John,I wanted to follow up with you to see about some plant materials for our cooperator farmsfor the research/demonstration project. We have used giant miscanthus and other vegetationbefore to capture odor, NH3 and dust (EPA regulated particulates) and viruses leaving poultryfarms. We also have used the biomass species including giant miscanthus, poplar and willow asbedding, and then burned this litter as a fuel on farm in place of propane. We now have 3commercial farms burning litter, but wanted to continue this work to document the riparianbenefits of vegetation improving water quality leaving poultry and livestock farms. So any helpwith giant miscanthus for our demonstration/research farms would be helpful. We have 10cooperators and would like utilize about ½ acre of giant miscanthus plugs on these sites aroundfans etc. Thank you for considering this request,Sincerely, Paul
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APPENDIX B

Switchgrass Budget for Biomass Production

Reproduced here with permission from Calvin Ernst, Ernst Seeds Conservation and NEW-Bio
SWITCHGRASS BUDGET FOR BIOMASS PRODUCTION
Switchgrass (Panicum virgatum), a perennial warm-season grass, is an excellent crop for soiland water conservation, wildlife habitat and more recently as feedstock for bioenergy.  This factsheet provides an enterprise budget for growing switchgrass as a dedicated energy crop.  Theobjective is for growers to understand the inputs, costs, and potential revenues involved incultivating switchgrass.  An example budget is described, but b because each situation isdifferent and prices can vary, a spreadsheet is available atextension.psu.edu/naturalresources/energy/field-crops/resources for adjusting inputs andprices to individual conditions.  The scenario provided in this fact sheet is based on growing thecrop in Pennsylvania.  All quantities and prices are on a per-acre basis.  The costs are based onfarm custom rates published by Ohio State and Penn State Extension.  The budget is based on a15-year timeline.  This fact sheet does not discuss transportation costs of harvested switchgrassfrom the field to processing facility, which will vary from site to site.
Soil Test
The first step is to evaluate the land quality for growing switchgrass, which includes a soil test.Switchgrass grows in moderately well drained or better soil with a pH of 5.5-7.  It can alsotolerate low pH levels, as well as low levels of nitrogen and phosphorus.  A standard soil test isrecommended to determine the nutrient availability for switchgrass establishment.  The test isgenerally done based on a grid sampling of five-acre units every three years.  Ignoring the costfor collecting the sample, on a per-acre basis, and assuming $15 per soil test, testing will cost $3per acre in year 1 (establishment year) an average of $1 per acre for each year thereafter.
Site Preparation
The amount of work needed to prepare a site varies depending on the previous land use.  If thegrowing site is already in crop production, there should be minimal site preparation.  For landthat has been fallow, clearing undesirable brush with a standard brush mower will cost about
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$10 per acre.  Next, the land should be plowed with a moldboard plow at a one-time cost ofaround $19 per acre.  After plowing, the land most likely will require two disking passes andtwo soil finishing passes, at costs of roughly $28 per acre and $29 per acre, respectively.
Soil Amendments

Because it is adapted to many soil conditions switchgrass does not usually need significantamounts of soil amendments if it is allowed to fully mature and dry down before harvest.Nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, and line requirements, as recommended by research at PennState are as follows.  Fertilizer application is charged at an annual cost of $7 per acre.
Nitrogen fertilizer is typically applied at about 10 pounds per ton of biomass afterestablishment and during the first year of harvest.  As the yield increases, these costs willincrease.  Based on the assumption of yields in this scenario, the first application costs $28 peracre, increases to $42 per acre by year 4, and so on.
Phosphorus is typically applied at 4 pounds per ton of biomass (by soil test recommendation)6 months before planting and each harvest season thereafter.  As the yield increases, these costswill increase.  Based on the assumption of yields in this scenario, the first application in year 2costs $13 per acre, increases to $18 per acre by year 4, and so on.
Potassium is typically applied at 15 pounds per ton of biomass (by soil test recommendation) 6months before planting and each harvest season thereafter.  As the yield increases, these costswill increase.  Based on the assumption of yields in the scenario, the first application in year 2costs $36 per acre, increases to $50 per acre in year by year 4, and so on.
Lime, if needed, is generally added 6 months prior at 4 tons per acre for about $152 per acre,and then at 2 tons per acre every fourth year, which annualized is about $18 per year.  Thisincludes application costs.
Note:  If harvest is delayed until after November, some of the fertilizer nutrients may haveeither leached to the soil or returned to the stem base or roots.  This will likely reduce fertilizerneeds for the following year thus making Switchgrass production more economical.
Planting
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Switchgrass is planted by seed.  About 10 pounds of pure live seed (PLS) per acre should beused.  The assumed price per PLS is about $6 depending on the vendor.  Total seed cost is about$60 per acre.  Seeds are planted with a drill with a custom rate cost of about $19 per acre.
Weed Control

Weed management during the planting season is crucial for establishment as the crop issensitive to weed competition.  An initial burn down with 32 ounces of glyphosate should beapplied in sufficient time prior to land preparation to kill perennial and other problem weedscosting an estimated $7 per acre.  A post emergence herbicide using 8 ounces of quinchlorac isalso suggested during the establishment year at a cost of about $23/acre and in year two 2,4-Dmay be needed to kill any winter annuals at a cost around $3 per acre.  The sprayer cost for thethree passes discussed above is conservative $7/acre per spray = $21.
Maintenance Costs

As mentioned above, some fertilizer applications are made over time as needed.  By year 3 thereshould be no need for more herbicides because the grasses shade out the weeds.  Currently nopests are found to significantly damage switchgrass performance.
Harvesting Costs

Switchgrass can be harvested in year 2 and every year thereafter.  However, in year 2 only 70percent of the yield is achieved (5 tons per acre); and in full production, year 3 and thereafter 7tons per acre is expected.  Traditional hay mowing and baling equipment is used.Mower/conditioning will cost around $13 per acre per year.  Baling, assuming 15 percentmoisture in the grass and a weight of 1,200 pounds per bale, costs about $82 per acre at fullyield (i.e., to bale 7 tons).  Baling costs are lower in the first year because yield per acre is lower.
Yield and Revenues

Switchgrass is expected to yield an average of about 7 dry tons per acre per year.  At anassumed farm-gate price of $45 per dry ton for a mature yield of 7 tons per acre, annualrevenue would be $315 per acre per year.  There is no revenue in the first year.  In the secondyear, we assume that only 70 percent of the yield, or 5 tons per acre, is achieved, for revenue of$225 per acre.
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The last columns of the spreadsheet show the total costs, revenues, and present value of eachitem.  The total costs over 15 years are estimated to be $3,504 per acre while total revenues areestimated at $4,320 per acre.  Net revenue is $816 per acre for the 15-year budget period.  Thepayback period – which tells investors how long it will take for revenues to cover establishmentcosts – is five years, using the financial assumptions in this scenario.
Since this project occurs over a 15-year period you need to account for the time value of moneyto get an accurate value.  Money received in future years are not worth as much as in earlieryears.  The time value of money is reflected in a interest (discount) rate used by investors.  Thisallows investors to compare alternative projects over same lifetime, especially since there areother uses for the land (i.e. opportunity costs).  To account for future values, revenues and costsnot received today are “discounted” to the present, hence net present value (NPV).  If the NPV ispositive, it implies that investors receive at least their acceptable rate of return (discount rate).The NPV in this scenario, using a 4 percent rate is $517 per acre.  This NPV would obviouslychange if the discount rate, project length, and the cost and revenues were changed.Annualizing the NPV gives us an equal annual income (EAI) value of $46.  The EAI compared toan annual rental on the land expresses NPV as an annual return, so it can, for example, be agood investment.
Summary

Switchgrass is one of the faster-growing warm-season grasses and has relatively lowerestablishment and maintenance costs than other energy crops.  The five-year payback periodcan be shortened, especially if cost-share monies are available for planting costs and prices oryields per ton are higher.  Switchgrass has other economic impacts on the whole farmoperation.  It has been used for summer grazing for livestock, particularly when cool seasongrass production slows during hot dry summer periods.  It is an excellent grass to reduce soiland water erosion and for improved wildlife habitat.  Management for these opportunities mayreduce biomass energy yields but there are USDA programs that may be used to support suchconservation options.  Carbon sequestration is another potential benefit of Switchgrass whichmay produce “carbon credits”.
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